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1Introduction

Wide-rangewavelengthscanningisoneofthekeytech-
niquestoimprovetheperformanceofopticaldevicessuch

asspectroscopicinstruments,opticalcoherencetomogra-

physystems,andinterferometers.Generally,wide-range

wavelengthscanningcanbeearnedoutbyusinga

wavelength-selectiveelementsuchasadiffractiongrating
andtuningmirrorwithagainmedium.Sincethecavityof
alaserdiode(LD)iscompactandsusceptibletothecxter-

nalcavity,itisfavorableforuseasagainmedium.In
particular,ifanoutputfacetoftheLDisprocessedwithan

antirefle

theexte霊n(AR)coating,theLDisstronglycoupled

cavity.-Tiziani,Franze,andHaiblepr。p。s霊
aLittman-cavity-basedlightsourcethatprovidedacon-

tinuouswavelengthtuningrangeof25nmby

c。atedLD.6Atuningrange。f4nmwas。bt芸inganA

edwith監intracavityglassplateasthefinetuningdevice,andan
AR-coated633-nmLDintheLittrowconfiguration.

Inparticular,sincetheoutputfacetofthecommercially

availableconventionalLDhasbeenprocessedwithanAR
coating,thecavityoftheLDcanbecoupledtoanexternal

cavityeasilyasitis.HarveyandMyattproposedan
external-cavitylaserdiode(ECLD)thatconsistsofacom-

T,e霊1LD

LD霊heLittmanconfiguration;thetuningrange

greaterthan20nm.WehaveproposedasimpleLittman-typeECLDcapableofstabilizingthewave-

lengththroughafeedbackcontrolandaLittrow-type

ECLDforlasercoolingandtrapping.StandardLDsare

usedintheseconfigurations.
However,weneedtofocusontherepetitionrate,repeat-

abi】ity,tuningspeed,andtemporalstabilityofvvavclei一gth
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Fig. 1 Schematic of (a) conventional ECLD and (b) proposed

system.

scanning, because ECLDs usually induce mechanical

movements that can affect the optical alignment and piezo-

electric transducers (PZT) that have hysteresis charactens-

tics. These movements affect the robustness of the cavity

and the hysteresis deteriorates the repeatability. The repeti-

tion rate and tuning speed were limited by the mechanical

movements. To overcome these problems, an electro-

optical a汀angemcnt was set up in the Littrow

configuration.・In Ref. ll, an electro-optical crystal was

inserted into the cavity instead of n-echanically moving the

grating. The electric field applied to the crystal changes the

refractive index, which in turn tunes the wavelength. The

tuning range and speed of this system were 0.01 nm and

3 × 10-3 nm/〝s, respectively, with the special AR-coated

LD. Although the system is simple, the tuning range is

small. The combination of a liquid crystal cell and a

LiNbO3 crystal is used in the external cavity in Ref. 12, in

which a tuning range of 10.3 nm was obtained.

In this work, we propose another type of ECLD that

consists of a。 acoust0-optical element instead of an electr0-

0ptical crystal. As our system also requires n-echanical

movements to be restricted, static wavelength scanning can

be carried out; thus, the problems arising from the mechani-

cal movements are resolved.

2　Principle

Generally, wide-range wavelength scanning can be carried

out with the configuration shown in Fig. 1(a), in which a

mechanical rotating mirror driven by a PZT is used. The

fundamental equation in Fig. 1(a) is represented by
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Fig. 2 Experimental setup. LD, laser diode; PBS, polarizing beam-

splitter; BS, beamsplitter; OSC, oscmator; PD, photodiode; AOD,

acousto-optic deflector.

¥=d{s'm o,+sin Od),　　　　　　　　　　　　(1)

where A. is the wavelength, d is the groove spacing, and 0,

and 6d are the incident and diffraction angles, respecti、,ely.

When the incident angle is constanいhe wavelength varies,
as given by

k¥=d[s¥n{dd+&dd) - s¥n Od],　　　　　　　　(2)

depending on A6d, which is the change in the diffraction

angle. In this case, the cavity length is nearly unchanged.

Our proposed system is shown in Fig. 1(b). As seen in

lhe伝gure, wavelength scanning is controlled by the inci-

dent angle. The scanning is accomplished statically because

an acoust0-optic deflector (AOD) is used for the incident

angle control. In this case, the wavelength change △h is

given by

A¥=4sin(0,+AO,) -sin 0,].　　　　　　　　　(3)

The cavity length varies slightly with the change of inci-

dent angle in this setup.

3　Experiments

In the setup shown in Fig. 2, we used a commercial LD

having an AR-coated facet. The central wavelength and

typical threshold cu汀ent of the LD is 658 nm and 65 mA,

respectively. The output power is proportional to the oper-

ating current that is larger than the threshold current. It

reaches　80IllW at 150mA of operating cu汀enL The

changes in the temperature of the LD were restricted to

deviations of ±0.01 -C by means of a Peltier thermocon-

troller. The output beam from the LD is colhmated with a

microscope objective lens. The central frequency of the

acoustic wave is 75 MHz. The deflection angle observed at

the AOD varies by 0.18-/V with the control voltage. The

diffraction efficiency of the AOD is 75%. The groove spac-

ing of the holographic diffraction grating, initial incident

angle　9h and diffraction angle　6d, were 1/1800mm,

63 deg, and 18 deg, respectively. The diffraction efficiency

at the grating is 45%. Since the firsトorder beam diffracted

by the grating is reflected on the stationary mirror and fed

back to the LD, the oscillating wavelength is strong一y af-

fccted by the external cavity. To realize the resonant condi-
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Fig.3Resultofwavelengthscan,(a)Wavelengthshiftcorrespond-
ingtotheAODcontro一vo一tageand(b)outputspectraobservedbe-
tween15.4and15.8Vinthehighervoltagearea.

tion, we adjusted the position of the fixed mirror with the

activated AOD. The laser beam collimated by the objective

lens passes a polarizing beamsplitter (PBS), AOD, grチting,
and is reflected back from the hxed mirror. We can estimate

that 9% of fraction is fed back to the LD. The length of the

external cavity is 340 mm. It changes by 0.27 mm/V, be-

cause the distance between the AOD and the grating is

76 mm. The zero-order beam is detected by an optical

spectrum analyzer (OSA) havingとI Wal,elength resolution

of 0.005 nm. Ml, M2, and BS con figure an unbalanced

Twyman-Green interferometer, whose optical difference is

1 mm for observing wavelength tunability.

We observed a wavelength shift by using the OSA.

When the control voltage applied to the AOD was varied

from 13.0 to 16.2 V, a wavelength shift was observed, as

shown in Fig. 3. The solid line in Fig. 3(a) shows the the-

oretical calculation using Eq. (3). Stable spectra were ob-

served in the region from 659.5 to 658.8 nm in the lower

controトvoltage area (13.0 to 13.9 V), and in the region

from 657.8 to 656.7 nm in the higher control-voltage area

(14.8 to 16.2 V). No stable spectra were observed in the

middle range of the control voltage, because the power of

the deflected beam decreased considerably in this region,

and the oscillation mode could not be coupled to the exter-

nal cavity. However, in the lower and higher voltage areas,

tuning ranges ofO.7 and 1.1 nm were observed. It was de-

termined that the wavelength scanning rate was

0.78 nm/V. A trace of part of the observ,ed spectra is

shown in Fig. 3(b). These were observed between 15.4 and

15.8 V in the higher voltage area [Fig. 3(b)J that is indi-

cated in Fig. 3(a). The interval of these spectra and the full

width at half maximum (FWHM) were　-0.04　and

-0.06 nm, respectively. The observed FWHM is almost

the same as thこit of the external cavity less standard

operation.

In applications such as spcctroscopic instruments, opt卜
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Fig. 4 Observed interference signal S{f) that is modulated with the

tnangular modu一ating signa一 vjt).

cal coherence tomography, and interferometers, continuous

wavelength scanning and tuning speed are important char-

actenstics. We observed an interference signal by using the

unbalanced interferometer, and proposed ECLD to connnll
these important characteristics. Wl-en triangular wave-

length scanning was employed as shown in Fig. 4, we ob-

served a continuous interferencチsignal S{t) that exhibits a
partially sinusoidal wave form in the linear region of the

triangular wave. The modulation frequency in Fig. 4 was

1 kHz, and we were able to observe a st呈Ible interference

signal up to this frequency. Since the amplitude of the tn-

angular control voltage (Vm) was 0.5 V, the change in the

wavelength of the linear part is estimated to be 0.78 nm

from the wavelength-scanning rate, as discussed earlier.

This observation of the interference signal confirms thとIl

continuous and high-speed wavelength scanning is possible

using our system.

4　Conclusions

In conclusion, we propose and demonstrate a static type of

wavelength-scanning ECLD. Wide-range and continuous

Optical t:ngineenng

、、,こ1、,elcngth scanning can be carried out under a high tuning

rこHe. In addition, it is found that the use of a special AR_

coated LD instead of a standこird LD improves the scanning

range.
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